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CHAPTER 11 
CHINESE LAWYERS ON 
THE SILVER SCREEN 
Alison W. Conner 
OUna's fifth generation of fil.mmakers has brought contemporary Chinese 
film to international attention, and their social themes often illustrate broad 
legal concerns. In Zhang Ylmou's 1992 film, The Story of Qju Ju, for 
example, Qiu Ju brings a lawsuit and receives plenty of legal advice along 
the way. Such film portrayals are of interest as we contemplate the changes 
in China's current legal system and the place of lawyers and other legal 
advisers within it. But the Chinese legal profession, like Chinese movies, 
long predates the current period; the first legislation recognizing lawyers 
was adopted in 1912, the first year of the Chinese Republic. Despite the 
relative newness of the legal profession, it is striking that Chinese movies of 
a much earlier era already depiCted lawyers and the legal system in 
illuminating ways.· 
Fortunately, many films that offer us a glimpse of the pre-1949 legal 
system are available fur viewing today. These early films are of partirulat 
interest because, unlike later mainland Chinese movies, they were produced 
by commercial and not government-controlled studios. Although Iilmmakers 
f.tced increasing censorship and regulation after the Nationalist government 
came to power in 1927, they were probably subject to fewer restrictions than 
studios are today and often managed to circumvent official regulation. In an 
era of movies as social ctiticism, their treatment of the legal system and the 
place of lawyers within it stands out. 
I Research lOr this ..... y was conducted with the assistance of a grant from the William s. 
Richanlson School of 1.- Univusity of Hawai'ilManol. I would also like to thank Aviam 
Soifer lOr commcna 00 an earlier version of this essay; Paul Foooroff lOr calling my anention 
to the movie Bright DIIy. Alisa Halkyard lOr inaoducing me to the Hong Kong Fdm Archive; 
and Par Leong lOr telling me about the mmi. &tuny Remttins. 
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During the Republican period, Chinese movies were produced in either 
Shanghai or Hong Kong. China's pre-1949 film industry was concentrated 
in Shanghai, the "capital of Chinese modernity and the culture industry 
befure the war" (Fu 2003, 69). Shanghai, with its Westernized lifestyle and 
radical intellectual culture easily becante the Chinese center fur film 
production, exhibition, and distribution (Fu 2003, 69: Zhang 2005, 87). 
Most commentators view the period from the early 1930s until the out-
break of full-scale war in 1937 as the first golden age of Shanghai movies 
(e.g., Zhang 2004, 55). The postwar 1940s marked a second golden age, 
perhaps achieving even greater heights in film making than in prewar 
Shanghai (Lee 1999, 86). Hong Kong was China's second movie capital, 
and its ties with Shanghai cinema remained strong throughout the 
Republican period (Zhang 2005,86). With the introduction of Cantonese 
talkies in 1933, however, Hong Kong began acquiring its own film identity, 
and by 1935, Hong Kong was established as one of the major filmmaking 
centers of Asia. Its Cantonese films flourished from the mid-1930s until the 
1941 Japanese invasion shut down Hong Kong's movie industry (Fonoroff 
1998, 33-34: Fu 2003, 55-56). 
Film portrayals of Chinese lawyers must also be viewed in the context of 
popular themes as they were favored in Shanghai or in Hong Kong. During 
the 1920s, Chinese movies drew primarily from Peking opera, f.Ury tales, 
myths, and folklore for their stories. They tended to feature martial arts, 
costume dramas, and traditional stories, all typically Chinese; family 
melodramas, often drawn ftom novels or the new drama, were also popular. 
But in 1931 the Nationalist government banned martial arts and "magic 
spirit" films as part of an anti-superstition campaign. At the same time, after 
the 1931 Japanese invasion of Manchuria and the bombing of Shanghai 
early the following year, many directors recognized the changing mood 
among Shanghai audiences, and more progressive and patriotic themes 
came to dominate the cinema (Hu 2003; Lee 1999: Leyda 1972: Zhang 
2004). 
Some ctitics, especially those in mainland China, have seen that new 
movie fOcus as part of an organized or semi-organized left-wing cinema (zuoyi 
dianying). Such "left-wing" films were marked by distinctive themes, 
including the exposure of class exploitation and the depiction of the miserable 
lives of the poor and working class. More recent interpretations suggest that 
this film movement was really a loose association, and that many of those 
involved in the industry were progressive or socially concerned but with-
out ties or strong ties to the Communist Party. Their approach might 
better be viewed as "social" or "critical realism," motivated by humanis-
tic concern for the plight of the Chinese people (Lee 1991,7-8,11) or 
as "committed socialist realistic cinema" showing a popularized version 
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of such basic May 4 ideas as anticapitalism and antiimperialism (pickowicz 
1993: see generally Hu 2003: Pang 2002; Zhang 2004). 
Like most Shanghai movies of the 1920s and early 1930s, the vast 
majority of Hong Kong films were escapist in nature, their political 
irrelevance perhaps a partial result of colonialism (Fonoroff 1998, 35; Fu 
2003, 64). Most films produced during this period fell into various popular 
genres and included folk tales, costume dramas, legends, and myths, and 
many were from Cantonese operas and popular novels. Hong Kong movies 
often emphasized family or moralistic themes and offered frequent plot 
twists. They included musicals, romances, and comedies, and the theme of 
long-lost relatives reunited by fate was a particularly popular story line. 
After 1937, Hong Kong movies became more patriotic and expressed 
popular anti-Japanese sentiment, because there was less censorship than in 
Shanghai and movie producers were still safe in the British colony (Fonoroff 
1997; Fu 2003). 
This is the backdrop fur my discussion of the depiction of lawyers in 
Republican-era movies. How are Chinese lawyers portrayed in films of the 
1930s and 194Os, and what do these depictions tell us about popular ideas 
of the professjon and its role in society? This essay analyzes fuur famous 
Shanghai movies whose characters include a lawyer: Goddess (Shmnu, dir. 
Wu Yonggang, 1934), Sma Angel (MaJu tianshi, dir. Yuan Muzhi, 1937), 
Long Live the Missus (Taitai Wilnsui, dir. Sang Hu, 1947), and Bright Day 
(l4tlJilng tian, dir. Cao Yu, also 1947). A consideration of Hong Kong 
movies provides a useful counterpoint to this discussion. Given Hong Kong's 
different political and legal system are there any major differences between 
lawyers in Hong Kong and Shanghai cinema? And what, if any, insights of 
contemporary relevance might we find when we consider the role oflawyers 
on the silver screen? 
Hong Kong Lawyen 
The characters in Hong Kong's popular movies of the 19305 and early 19405 
often resort to the courts fur justice.2 Lawyers make frequent appearances in 
both serious and comic movies and in large and small roles; they may simply 
he ordinary characters or represent one choice of professjon. In The Polygamist, 
Part Two (Qj duo fo jian xuiji, 1937), a father has nine sons, all with different 
characters and engaged in different professions; the fifth son is a lawyer and 
henpecked husband, though little is made of his professjon. In the 1939 
2 Although these films were nor available lOr viewing and, like many Shanghai films, may be 
lost forever, they continue to exist in conr:anporary ..,.,jews and descriptions. Information on 
them is contained in the Hong Kong FtIm AIchive, and with the accption of Tk Unwrillen 
Llw, I have rdicd on their synopses lOr this discussion. 
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WVmmr World (NiUm shijie), thirty-siJ: female stars play a variety of charaacrs, 
including a doctor, a dance-hall girl, a smart journalist, and an upright lawya: 
The 1941 film The H~art ofMm (Nll1ITmxin) aplorcs the choices men make 
when confronted with opportUnities in the realm of money, status, and SCL 
The film's wealthy characters act beneath their station, and they include a 
lawyer who becomes a thief as wdl as a rich man who works as a night 
garbage man. In films like this, the Icgal profession is simply one occupation 
among many. 
In other Hong Kong 6lms, however, lawy= play active roles and their 
pro~:," is often Ia:y to the Story, whether the ending is happy or sad. 
Chi/drmS Debts (Emu zhai, 1936), fur aample, tdls the Story of a judge. his 
son, a lawyer, and his daughter, a dance-hall girl. The judge's daughter is chatged 
with murder, and the son tala:s her case as a ddCnsc attorney and must argue 
~re their f.u:hcr, the presiding judge. Although the judge know5 the accused 
IS his own daughter, he acts impartially and imposes the cbth smrcnce on hel:. 
Other lawyers an: more successfuL In MwrIn at the WtJJing ~xiaofte, . 
1938), a rich young woman is framed by her husband and becomes a murder 
suspect on her wedding day. She is saved by a lawyer who pllJYl:$ her 
innocence-and she marries him instcad..In TMn of the lWrJ CatItins (i.MJJIIa iii. 
1936) one brother becomes a lawyer and his half-brother becomes a gambia:. 
When the gambler is killi:d. and his stepmother is accused of the mwdcr, the 
lawyer ddi:nds her and saves her fiom cxa:uOOn. In Mother and Son (MMci 
zixiao, 1941), a woman is abandoned by her husband and scparan:d fiom her 
son. She becomes a prostitute and is later &Isc:Iy accused of murda; the lawyer 
who ddi:nds her turns Out to be her son. At 6m they an: rduaant to 
acknowlc:dgc each other, but justice is done and they are mIDi....! 
In these movies, the lawyer is a hero who defends his client but also does 
his dury ro a relative, or ro someone who turns out to be one. To some 
atcnt these films are family melodramas, in which one member of the 
family ~pens roo ~ a lawyer, or they are moraliry plays in which good 
m~t tnumph. Sunilar .dramas enjoyed a vogue many years later, as 
CVldcnced by the populariry of The Unwrittm Lzw (Fllwai'ling, 1985) and 
the two sequels that followed it. In the original film, probably set in the 
1%05, a young barrister takes on as his first case the hopeless defense of a 
prostitute accused of murder without realizing that she is actually his 
mother. But he perseveres, believing she is innocent and that everyone 
deserves a vigorous defense. In the end, justice is done and she is acquitted; 
the barr~ter has met high professional standards and (unknowingly) paid a 
debt to his mother. The balance bctwccn these duties shifts in the film's two 
sequels and the lawyer's filial dury tnunps his professional obligations. Their 
plots, with emotional reunion scenes and an emphasis on str.mgc twists in 
family relationships, also become increasingly implausible, but they are 
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reminiscent of similar popular themes in 19305 and 1940s Hong Kong 
cinema. 
GotIJ.a CoIlllRl for the I>c:Cea.U 
When we tum to Shanghai movies, we find a very different picture oflawym 
and the lcgal system. The 1934 film GotItJess (Shmnil), fur example, is one of 
many prograsivc or social conscimcr films of the 1930s that dimctly or 
indirectly depict the aiminal justice system under the Nationalist 
govmunc:nt. These 6lms share a common theme: ordinary people are 
wrongly am:sted, Icading to harsh conscquencc:s fur them and their loved 
ones, or, as in Gotk/m, they may Ix dtivc:n to atts of dcspcra:tion to survM:, 
only to be heavily pnnishaf by the legal system. GotItJess was produced by the 
Lianhua Film Studio and SIam:d the tragic Roan Lingyu, one of the most 
famous actrcsscs of the 193Os, in what is probably her most hunous role. This 
poignant silent film has been widely rccognizcd as a mastctpiece. largely 
because of Ruan's luminous perfurmance and the lyrical mood cteated by its 
writer and dirutor, 'WU Yooggang (Lee 1999, 95). 
In GotiMss, Roan plays a virtuous prostitute (shmniJ being an ironic term 
fur a prostitute) who is also a devoted mother trying to raise her young son. 
Unfortunately, she fidls into the clutches of a vicious thug, a gambler who 
controls her and takes aU her money. She manages to hide some ofher earn-
ings from him and uses the money to enroll her son in school, where to her 
great pride he does well. When the other pan:nts discover her occupation, 
they demand that the boy be cxpdlcd, despite the objections of the school's 
principal. The prostitute decides that she must leave the ciry and SIlIrt over 
with her son, but she finds that the thug has stolen all her hidden savings 
and gambled them away. Dcspcratc, she confronts him and after a brief 
suugglc kills him with a wine bottle. When the upright principal sees the 
report of her aial in the newspaper ("Female murderer sentenced to twelve 
years"), he visits her in prison. Although the court has ruled that bet son 
should be sent to an orphanage. the principal promises that he will adopt 
the boy and provide fur his education. As the film ends, the camcta shows 
us her response: hope fur her son and gratitude fur the principal's kindness 
an: mixed with the pain she feels at the loss of her child. 
Although GotJMss has sometimes been considered a "Idtist classic· (Zhang 
2004, 68), the film docs not necessarily advocate radical social cbange. but 
instead places the hope of transforming the lives of people like Roan on 
people like the principal (Hu 2003, 105). GtNJMss is thus &r more than a 
simple story of class oppression, something to keep in mind as we interpret its 
depiction of the legal system. The film is of special interest because we are 
actually shown the prostitute's trial and possibly cvm. her 1awycr..After she 
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strikes the gambler, he aashcs to the floor and she toO seems to sway. The ncn 
shot shows her in court, appumdy still in shock and uucomprdvonding of 
her plight. It is a modem, Wesrem-style counroom, its layout rdkcring the 
European semi-inquisitorial system that the Chin,.. Republic adoptal. The 
accused stands in the dock. with twO policrmen standing guard at her side. 
On a high dais above her sit ~ judicial officers dad in black gowns; they sit 
impassm:, displaying DO hint of sympathy. or indeed any othet emotion. as 
they listen to the argument and oonsider her case. Another- robed 6guR is 
shawn arguing and gemuing towaId the dcfmdant. but this is a silent 6Im 
and ~ do not know what he: is saying. Shortly thc:n:aftcr, the cmttal official. 
who is undoubn:dly a judge, reads the decision and sentence is pronounced. 
Does the prostitute have a Iawyu? It may he that she doct-though the 
film provides oonttadictoty dues. Afta- the adoption of the first !awyt:n' 
regulations in 1912, lawycrs were all.owM to repraent the accnsed at all 
trials. By the mid-1930s, when GoJJess _ filmed, the Shanghai Bat 
Association had established a legal aid division, and in any event the ooUtt 
_ mJuired to appoint a lawyer for defendants accused of the most serious 
crimes. Oral atgutDent _ also a part of many trials (Ch'ien 1950, 255; 
Conner 1994). Our possible ad90cate -=m; the lawycr's plain black robe, 
and he does not, as one might expect a prosecutor to do, stand and mad the 
charges, but instead is seen arguing in an animated fashion. 
But then where is the prosccutot? The modem Chinese system aated a 
separate prosecutorW office and prosecutots wac the run equal of judges; at 
times they even sat on the bench. In addition, 1913 n:guIations prescribed the 
style of robes for judicial officials and Iawya-s appearing in court; all wore 
black robes, but with diffetmt bonL:n: black for ~ gold for judges and 
purple for prosecutolS. Of the ~ men on the bench. one is cleady the clerk 
transcribing the trial and one is clearly a judge (he: reads the senteI1Ci: and the 
other- twO clefa- to him). The third man, whose robe also has a mIored border. 
might be the prosecutor or he might be a junior judge, but the 6Im is in black 
and white and we cannot distinguish the mIors. In addition, serious trials of 
the day wac nearly always held bc:ftm: more than one judge, though 
ordinarily an odd number (not twO). 
To be sure, an aCDlsing prosecutor seems more in keeping with the 
emotional tone of the 6lm: the prostitute stands alone and ddi:nsdc:ss in 
court, just as she does in life. Eya-ything 3bout the oouttroom underscores her 
lowly position and the inevitability of her conviction, as did the magistme's 
coUtt in the traditional Chin,.. system. Perhaps a lawytt could have 
convinced the judges that she: acted in the heat of the moment and with 
justifiable provocation, to reduce her sentence to less than SC\Ial years 
(Criminal Code, Article 272). Instead she: has been convicted of ordinaty 
homicide, for which the punishment ranged nom ten years to life 
I 
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imprisonment or even death (Criminal Code, Article 271). With or without 
a Iawya-. she did not remve the severest sentence possible. But in any event, 
she has lost her cbiId ~, and it is the over:ill social and political system, 
not simply the legal. system. that has failed her. 
Couultation with a Lawyu in Str.IhP 
Criminal justice is an obvious rorum for Iawycns, but what about the civil law 
rea1m? In SmaAngrJ (MIIiu titmshz). which was written and directed by Yuan 
Muzbi and produced by Mingxing FIlm, twO wouJd..be clienllS oonsult a 
lawytt about a civil case, though without saris&ctiOo.. This tragicomic 1937 
6Im starred a very young Zhou Xuan, the well-known singer-actresS, and 
Zhao Dan, oneofChina's most popular actolS during the 19305 and 1940s. 
Sma AngJ oombines humor with a sentimental story to provide a vivid 
ponrayal of the utban undm:Iass of the 1930s. Depending on one's viewpoint, 
the 6Im may be seen as a "classic leftist 61mB (Zhang 2004, 78), a mdodrama 
(Berry and Farquhar 2006, 83), ora "social-ethical dranla" (Lee 1999, 91). In 
any CYmt, it is widely reoognized as one of the best 6Ims of the: era. perhaps 
one of the best Cbine<e 6Ims of the twentieth century. 
The 6Im takes place in 1935 and acoording to the opening titles is set in 
the "world of Shanghai's underclass." It tells the story of fuur young people 
living on the margins in a poor section of Shanghai: Xiao Chen, an itinerant 
trumpet player. his friend Lao Wang, a newspaper vendor, and the twO 
sisters they ~ The dder sister Xiao Yun has been forced into prostitution, 
and Xiao Hong, the: younger sister, is a singsong girl in a local teahouse. 
Chen lives across the courtyard from them and has been coutting Hong 
from his window. When the teahouse awners decide to sell Hong to a 
wealthy patron, she overhears their conversation and seeks hc:lp from Chen 
and Wang. who try to think of a way to save her. 
Initially, they are stumped. but Wang. who has been reading the 
newspapers pasted to his wall as Olen and Hong ffin: and talk, suddenly spoIlS 
a headline on the front page: "'DaugIm:r' Sues Madam, with Client as 
Backer." "We oouI.d sue mo!" be ndaims, But none of them knows how to do 
so. Then Wang reads the front page of another newspaper, which contains 
advertiscmenllS for IawyI:rs, describing lawsuits they have handled, and the twO 
liiends resolve to go and see him right away. But what about their old (and in 
Wangs case, tatteRd) clothing? Chen decides to wear his street musician's uni-
funn and pretend to wodt at the customs office, and he suggests that Wang 
pose as his driver. The next long scene, depicting their visit to Ltwyer Fangs 
office, oombines humor with sharp social criticism. Fangs office is on a very 
high floor of a modern skyscraper: as the scene opens. they arrM: at his suite of 
rooms and look out the window at the Shanghai houses liar below them. 
" 
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Chen: "Look, we're already standing above the clouds!" 
Wang: "This is really heaven." 
Chen: "That's fur sure. Heaven seems hotter than our home," and he opens his 
jach:t to Em himself, revealing the boldly striped underwear beneath it. 
Some comic byplay follows as they explore the lawyer's splendid office: 
a good-sized room with potted plants on stands, drinking water with a glass 
cup dispenser on the wall, a large desk for the lawyer, and a servant who 
announces Lawyer Fang's arrival. He sweeps in, a trim figure in a tailored 
suit, with his hair slicked back, a small mustache and wire-rimmed glasses, 
a cigarette in his hand. Chen is still playing with a drinking cup and Wang 
is gluing together holes in his jacket with the lawyer's glue bottle. "Please sit 
down. What do you have to say? Have you come to bring a lawsuit (qisu)?" 
"No,' says Chen. "Wive come to file a complaint (diz guanst)." Wang 
whispers behind his hand that bringing a Iawscit is acruaIJy the same thing. 
"Yes, yes, we've come to bring a 1awsWt. "The two then struggle to recount their 
Story, but just as they may be getting to the point, Mr. Fang cuts in. "I'm sorry; 
but according to our established practice, we charge five ounces of silver for an 
hour of consultation, fifteen fur a legal document, one hundred to arrange fur a 
hearing in court, and five hundred fur an appear.mce in court to represent a 
case. I think perhaps you should reconsider." When he rises from his desk and 
sweeps out of the office, Chen and Wang are left to marvel at such charges. 
Chen: "Five hundred ounces of silver!" 
W4ng: "How much money is five hundred ounces of silver?" 
Chen: "It costs money to bring a lawsuit! Damn!" 
Wang: "I never cxpeaed it," 
The next scene finds them back in Wang's room, where Chen is srill 
expressing his surprise at the lawyer's high fees. The fuur friends decide to flee 
to another part of Shanghai, but a gangster hired by the teahouse owner tracks 
them down, and Yun, the older sister, is fatally stabbed. Her death occurs in a 
tableau in a dark room and is seen through a "barmi window that symbolizes 
entrapment" (Berry and Farquhar 2006, 87). Although Hong has been saved 
from the immediate fate ofbeing sold and furced into prostitution, it is hard to 
find a happy ending fur anyone here. Despite its humor, this film, like Yuan's 
other films is darker, and perhaps less nuanced, than Goddess: at least the pros-
titute knew that her son would receive the education she sacrificed for, but in 
such a system what hope is there for them? 
S~d Angel provides a detailed portrait of a Shanghai lawyer and, more 
generally, a piCture of the legal system from Chen's and Wang's perspective. 
Fang is mercenary and impatient to dismiss people who plainly cannot pay 
his fees; their charade has not fooled him for an instant. His modem office 
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is in a gleaming high-rise, doubdess in the International Settlement, complete 
with heat, drinking water, and servant, all in stark conttast to their old-fash-
ioned Shanghai-style houses. The camera emphasizes the height of his office, 
high above ordinary Shanghai, where they reside. In person, he is also slick 
and foreignized: he wears a Western three-piece suit and gold watch chain, not 
the robe of the 1930s intdlectual, and he eym uses a fountain pen. All in all, 
he is an unattractive character: rich, Westernized, and inaccessible. Strm 
Angels depiction of a lawyer is far sharper and harsher than the one in &may 
RnNzins (MeUm yijiu), which is set in 1948 Qingdao but was aaually filmed 
in 2005. That lawyer too may be a tool of the (rich) older sister as he tries to 
convince the (poor) younger sister to sign away her rights to their father's prop-
erty. In appearance he strikingly resembles lawyer Fang, but this portrait lacks 
bite: you cannot easily recapture the kelings of an eatlier era. 
Fang could have materialized from any 19308 edition of Who} Who in 
Shanghai, which included Chinese 6gwes well known to the fo~ 
concessions. He is a modern lawyer with all the trappings of the profession and 
not the litigation trickster of old imperial China, but all his success and 
professionalism definitely do not make him good. The message of StrmAngJ 
is clear but is repeated severa.I times for the viewer's benefit: you need money to 
get a lawyer and therefure have access to justice. Without it you have no 
recoUISe to the legal system. PeIbaps law can be fuund in heaven, but that is far 
beyond the reach of Shanghai's undercIass: "any justice ca:ept revolutionary 
justice is denied to ChinaS poorD (Berry and Farquhar 2006, 88). 
Lung Liw 1M Mimu: The Lawyu u Friend 
The Shanghai lawyer is viewed very difkrcndy in another famous movie, 
Long Live the Missus (Taittzi wannu), directed by Sang Hu and produced by 
Wenhua Film in 1947, It starred Jiang TJanliu as the "missusD and Shi Hui, 
one of the best-known Chinese actors of the late 19408 and early 19508, as her 
husband. This highly entertaining comedy-drama has a modern setting in 
Shanghai, but is generally apolitical. in theme and tone: the film's characters 
are all middle class and comfortable, not sharply divided into rich and pooL 
The screenplay was written by Eileen Chang (Zhang Ailing), the author of 
Tht GoI4en Omgue(fmstlO jt) and other novellas, and one of the most popular 
writerS of the day; her stories about Shanghai and Hong Kong in the late 
19308 and 19408 are especially well known. Long live the Missus, which 
influenced Hong Kong movies of the next generation, also has much in 
common with movies filmed in Hong Kong during the 19305 and 19405. 
The film centers on Chen Sizhen, a pretty and very charming wife who 
is also somewhat manipulative in her management ofher husband's and her 
own famiJy, though mosdy for their own good. Her sttat:agems can backfire, 
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especially when they are discovered, but on the whole she seems successful. 
She pays the maid cma without her mother-in-Iaw's knowledge to smooth 
their relationship, supports a romance between her younger btother and her 
sister-in-law (though her husband may disapprove), and induces bee father to 
invest in a new company her husband, Tang Zhiyuan, is starting. Tang serYI5 
as general manager of the company, which does wdl at the outset. In the first 
flush of success, he succumbs to temptation and has an aflair with a greedy 
mistress, who wrangles gifts out ofhim that he intended for his family. 
Then disaster strila:s: the company's assistant manager absconds with its 
funds and the husband's business is threatened with lawsuits. Chen also discovers 
Tang's affair just as he is beginning to regret his behavior. Although she is hurt by 
his betrayal. she agrees to help her husband tid himself of his increasingly 
troublesome mistress if he will promise ro give her whatever she asks when she 
succeeds. Tang agrees. and Olen manages---through her usual cber methods-
to cpicate him from the relationship. When she returnS home, her husband is 
di.srDayM to find that her only n:quest is for a divorce. She packs her bags and 
insists they leave immediately for the lawyer's office to sign the divorce papers. 
Perhaps surprisingly in this comed.y-drama of the middle class, legal issues 
are highlighted and a lawyer plays a small but key role in several aspects of the 
story. He first appears as a friend of the family, who arrives with his wife to 
play mahjong with the Tangs. Later on, when Tang stops by his office, the 
lawyer introduces him to the businessman who gives him the idea of starting 
a company-and of taking a mistress. But Yang is not the villain of the piece: 
the husband is weak and the lawyer did not cause the ensuing problems. His 
actions are generally portrayOO as positive, especially when he also acts as 
mediator and counselor. When he has prepared the divorce document for 
Olen and Tan, for cwnple, Yang asks if they both really want this divorce. 
Tang demurs, but then reluctantly agrees to it after Chen reminds him ofhis 
promise. The lawyer then warns her that divorce is hard on women and 
suggests that they should both reconsider. Olen insists on going forward, but 
twice she cannot bring herself to sign the document, so the lawyer tears it up 
and tells them he is not willing to be their witness. He asks them to reconsider 
carefully, then invites them both to lunch, because as a lawyer, he rarely sees 
such a good result and wants to celebrate. Tang declares that he should be the 
host because he is reaIly the one at fault, and when his wife quickly agrees they 
all repair to the fancy restaurant the lawyer proposed (where the mistress too 
is dining. with her latest conquest). 
But perhaps our lawyer's appearance is unsurprising after all. The 1930s 
Civil Code gave individuals, including women, a great deal of liberty to 
arrange their affairs. They were free to marry in any service they chose, so 
long as they declared themseMs married in the presence of rwo witnesses 
(Civil Code, Article 983). To meer this requirement, the parries often signed 
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a document at the lawyer's office, which also served as evidence of the 
matriage. Indeed, in this movie Yang serves as a witness to the wedding of 
Chen's brother and sister-in-law, and he is just congrarularing them on the 
happy occasion when Chen and Tang arrive, seeking a divorce. The code also 
permitted divorce by mutual consent if it was effected in writing and carried 
the signatures of at least rwo wimesses (Civil Code, Articles 1049-1050). For 
the first time, women were granted the right to divorce and, like Chen, many 
urban women exercised it (Bernhardt 1994). Though a lawyer's services were 
not required in either case, legal assistance allowed them to arrange their own 
aflairs and document their agreements. 
Like his friends and clients, ~ Yang is solidly middle class. And like 
their homes, his suite of offices is comfortable and pleasant, furnished with 
chintz sofas and chairs for the clients as well as his own large desk. They are nice 
modern offices, on a rather high floor (if not in heaven), on a level with other 
modem buildings viewed through large open windows. Though spacious, the 
office is not fancy, and there is no dramatic disparity in living standatds, so 
sttikingly illustrated in StrmAngd Yang is educated and Westernized, but so are 
his clients: all the men wear suits (though everyone signs with Otinese brushes). 
They are at ease with lawyers and famiIiat with their roles: Chen's younger 
brother asks for a business card when he sees Yang at his sister's home, and both 
Tang and Olen seem to consult him frequently on civil matters. 
The setting for this movie is a world away from that of Str«t Angd and its 
lack of access to justice for those who cannot ascend to heaven. Here the lawyer 
meers the central characters on an equal footing; he is more than accessible, he 
is their friend. What explains such different poraayals of essenrially the same 
creature? Only ten years separate the rwo movies, so the difference is less of 
time than perspective. Yuan Muzhi, who wrote the screenplay for Sma An~l, 
was not simply progressive, but joined the Chinese Communist Party in 1940, 
a few years after that film appeared. By contrast, Eileen Otang came from a 
prominent and well-off Shanghai family, and she wrote about a very cLifferent 
world. Long Live the Missus has been described as an apolitical movie, and it is 
true that issues of rich ~rsus poor do not surface in its story. But Chang's work 
could also have a darker edge, containing tales of seduction and betrayal (she 
divorced her first husband in 1947 for infidelity), and the film is not without 
its "political" points relating to women. Nevertheless, the ending in Long Liw 
the Missus can be seen as a happy one, even if Olen is stuck in a patriarchal 
system in which husbands may stray and must be controlled indirectly. 
Bright Dq. The Lawya: as Re-oolutionary 
Yuan Muzhi might wdl have approved of another modern Chinese lawyer, 
the righteous hero of the film Bright Day (Yeznyang tian), starring the actor 
· ... 
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Shi Hui, who also played the husband in Long livt: the Missus. The film was 
written and directed by Cao Yu, China's foremost modem playwright and 
the author of the dramas Thunderstorm (Leiyu, 1933) and Sunrise (Jachu, 
1936). Bright Day was released in 1947, the same year as Long livt: the 
Missus, and Cao's screenplay, on which this discussion is based, was 
published in the following year (Cao 1948). The film is of special interest 
because, in connast to the other movies discussed in this essay, the lawyer is 
the central figure, not just a bit player, in the story. 
Bright Day tells the story of Y'm Zhaoshi, a man who is outraged by 
injustice and is always ready to defend the poor and weak. For that reason, 
many people are grateful to him, but even more detest or fear him. Ym 
negotiates with landlords on behaJf of old ladies and stands up fur rickshaw 
pullers; because he does most ofhis work pro bono, he carns little money from 
his praaice. He lives plainly, in a modest house with a stnall courtyard, next 
to an orphanage headed by his friend Wei Zhuoping, and he works from his 
study at home. Ym is good-natured and optimistic, but also cynical and a bit 
unconventional. Not fur him the impeccable tailoring of Shanghai lawycrs 
Fang and Yang: he pays no attention to his appearance and is casual about 
trivial matters. Ax furty, he may appear thin and weak, but he is actually very 
sturdy. When he throws a hooligan out of his house, he declares, "J beat a 
dog!" When necessary he even carries a gun. 
Y m is a hero who cannot be intimidated.; though threatened, he never 
wavers in his determination. When hooligans furce their way into his house 
and he himself is attacked, his niece, a newspaper rcpotter who also fights 
injustice, asks what kind of world could let such things happen. "We've been 
good people, we've always ttied to help others and we've endured many 
hardships. But now good people simply have no power. It's shameful, 
shameful!" Yin's reply is typical: "It's shameful that good people are 
oppressed, it's shameful that good people are oppressed again and again but 
don't feel their oppression. No, that's not right, it's good people like us who 
don't rise up to fight evil, to struggle to the death with those bastards. That's 
the disgraa:!" 
Ym's most impottant battle occurs when he learns from his friend Wei 
that rich merchant Jin Huanwu and his follower Yang Da are traitors: they 
collaborated with the enemy during the Sino-Japanese War and profited by 
hoarding goods. Yin immediately drops his fcc-paying work and devotes 
himself to drafting a legal complaint against them. Criminal procedure 
rules of the day did permit persons with infurmation about a crime as well 
as those injured by it to initiate and pursue a criminal suit through a 
complaint, though here the law may be interpreted broadly (Ch'ien 1950, 
256). Yin names his friend Wei as the chief wimess and files the complaint 
with the coutt as the plaintiff f.)uangao); as a result of his investigation, the 
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gang is arrested. Wei is threatened and Yin's house is surrounded by thugs, 
but Y'm is determined that both will appear in coutt to pursue the action 
against Jin and Yang. 
By 8:00 a.m. the next day the counroom is already full of eager spectators. 
Soon afterward the five judicial officers-the chief judge, two associate 
judges, the prosecutor, and the clcrk-cntcr the court, all clad in black robes. 
When the defendant Jin enters the coutt through a small door, all eyc:s rum 
to him, and the chief judge calls on the prosecutor to read out the charges. 
Then he calls fur the complainant (gaoform) Ym Zhaoshi and the wimess 
Wei Zhuoping-but their places remain empty. The defendant smiles as the 
judges consult the time; it is now 8:59 a.m. To the disappointtnent of the 
courtroom crowd, the chief judge announces that they will have to post-
pone the hearing because the complainant and wimess are absent. 
Meanwhile, earlier that morning Ym, his niece, and Wei prepare to leave 
fur court. They hurry down side streets and manage to reach the main road, 
where they arc accosted by threatening hoodlums. Suddenly voices arc 
heard on the street and rickshaw pullers arrive to cscott them safely to the 
court. They arrive, fearing it is too late, but Ym calls out in a loud voice 
"Chief Judge! It's Ym reporting," and he and Wei take their places in court 
in the nick of time. Ym addresses the judge: "I have many facts to prove all 
kinds of evil deeds committed by Mr. Jin and his henchmen. I want to 
accuse them! No, not I, but the many people who have been hanned now 
justly accuse them!" In the final coutt scene, Ym stands at the plaintifFs rail-
ing, with the two defendants in the dock, to hear the judgment: Jin is 
sentenced to life imprisonment and Yang to twelve years, and the propcny 
of both men will be confiscated. When rcponcrs ask Ym fur a statement, he 
replies, "I'm just happylD 
Bright Day also ends on a high note. Although Ym is attacked again after 
the coutt'S decision, in the final scenes he has recovered from his injuries 
and his spirit remains undaunted. He will continue his work, and indeed his 
niece has already brought him another injustice to right. & the film ends, 
Y'm and his niece walk down a broad road together. She slows her steps and 
then stops to ask him, "Axe we almost there?" Y'm looks ahead, shielding his 
face against the sun. The sky is a brilliant blue, the road stretches far ahead 
of them and there is sunlight everywhere. "Yes, it's not far,· he replies, and 
the two of them stride off into the future. 
In connast to Long Liw the Missus, Bright Day is obviously a political 
movie, and its message is clear. Its cbaractcrs are either good or evil, and the 
rich and powerful arc generally evil. Ym is ponrayM as an admirable 
character in every respect, though he might also be seen as self-righteOus. He 
is a man of the people who cares passionately about justice: he champions 
the powerless and is unafraid to denounce evildoers, however powerful they 
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may be. Apparently one can be both a revolutionary and a lawyer, and with 
sUch lawyers victory is assiued. According to a contemporary critic, Cao 
"firmly believed that justice is bound to triumph. Because of this belie£, the 
just characters struggle with the evil and try to open the way to a new 
future. When we hold the truth, we cannot be subdued by force." The film 
demonstrates that justice can be done in court and also suggests that "China 
needed to establish a stable and just legal system before it could become a 
just and modem society." Upon seeing the film, the president of the 
Shanghai Drama Institute is said to haw: stated, "Let's pray that ourside the 
screen, too, a bright day will come to the Chinese people" (Hu 2003,174). 
Conclusion 
A Chinese colleague once told me that these arc "only movies," not 
historical documents, though they may haw: light to shed on the legal pro-
fession of theit day. These film depicrions of lawyers were not totally 
divorced from reality, and many of the details arc clearly right. Lawyers did 
indeed advertise in newspapers below the fold, those·same papers also pub-
lished court ICpons, and judges and lawyers did wear robes. (And with some 
notable exceptions, most Chinese lawyers were men.) But the real value of 
considering these films lies in the i~ oflawyers they present for us: they 
arc the earliest surviving popular film depicrions of lawyers in China. The 
films provide a window on popular views of the profession as well as clearly 
delineated and vivid portraits of lawyers in some of the most famous movies 
of the 1930s and 19405. 
Lawyers appear more often in early Hong Kong than in Shanghai 
cinema, and they play a broader range of usually positiw: roles. Hong Kong 
movies were no less realistic than other films of their era, even if most seem 
more escapisr to us now. Of course they too did not pretend to record a 
lawyer's life or work accurately: theit primary purpose was entertainment 
and possibly education-hence theit focus on the relationship between 
family and professional obligations. Why such different treatment of 
lawyers in the cinemas of Hong Kong and Shanghai? Perhaps the answers lie 
in theit different legal systems and somewhat different cultures, as well as in 
a preference for different story lines. Lawyers certainly seem to occupy a 
natural position in the Hong Kong universe; there the legal profession is 
well established and the services oflawyers can almost be taken for granted. 
Movie lawyers do not seem to be srruggling with the idea of what a lawyer 
shoulJ k. (Of course Hong Kong's coutts were well established, and the bar 
had practiced in Hong Kong &om the colony's early days.) 
In shatp contrast, modem lawyers were a relatively new phenomenon in 
mainland China. In Shanghai, to be sure, the legal profession was less of a 
I 
,~ 
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novelty than elsewhere: Shanghai was a center for lawyers as well as for 
movies. As China's commercial and industrial center, Shanghai offered its 
lawyers potential clients along with functioning courts. Shanghai's bar 
association also represented one of the largest concentrations of lawyers in 
the country, with more than 1,000 members in 1935, nearly 10 percent of 
the nation's total (Conner 1994, 229). But their professional role was much 
less defined than for their Hong Kong cousins, who had centuries of 
English development behind them. So many fundamental issues had yer ro 
be resolved: what is a lawyer's duty to the profession and to clients? What 
role should lawyers play in the justice system? 
Portrayals of lawyers also reflected political points of view as well as the 
realities of their day. Lawyer Fang of Str«tAngelhas clients who arc wealthy 
and some who are probably foreign as well; he is prosperous and foreignized 
himself. He brusquely tutns away the poor and underrepresented in society, 
and thus contributes. to social and political injustice himsel£ Fang suppons 
an unjust legal regime, even ifhe does a good job in representing the clients 
he accepts. He is an integral part of a repressive system that punishes the 
poor harshly and generally denies them justice. Indeed, lawyers are a vital 
cog in this repressive system, which also includes coutts and police (the 
police are never depicted as benevolent figures). 
That portrait contained plenty of truth: Shanghai lawyers did maintain fee 
schedules and their fees were beyond the reach of many, a fact acknowledged 
by lawyers themselves. The legal academic Qjan Duansheng, for example, 
believed that the bar was held in low esteem for a number of reasons, 
especially its desire to make money. "The more successful and prosperous 
lawyers of the big cities, with some exceptions, are engrossed in money-
making .... They seldom feel a desire to work for the interest of wronged 
parties who happen to be pooL" He thought the bar should be enlarged and 
popularized so its services could be made available to the public and judges 
could be made "more conscientious in trials" (Ch'ien 1950,261). 
Popular fiction could provide similar, perhaps even harsher, portraits of 
these early Chinese lawyers. Jeffrey KinkIey concluded that lawyers were 
"painted in unrelievedly dark and cynical overtones" by the authors of the 
Republican-era detective fiction he analyzed. In those stories, the lawyers 
arc rich and powerful, and in turn they offer their services only to the rich 
and powerful. They arc known for their sophistry and may even be 
extortionisrs and blackmailers. (KinkIey 2000, 205, 226-227). But Kinkley 
argues that China's political weakness also affected these stories: China's 
press and legal profession may have been convenient surrogarc targets, but 
the real issues of the day were imperialism and social conflict. Perhaps the 
writers were criticizing phantoms, that is, "kingpin lawyers," instead of 
Chinese militarists and foreign powers (239-240). 
• of· ... 
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Bright Day, on the other hand, suggests that lawyers can be righteous after 
all-if they represent only those who need and deserve justice. Lawyer 
Ym Zhaoshi is the opposite of Lawyer Fang in every way. He cares nothing 
for money or appearances, and he is tough rather than effete and foreign. 
More important, this lawyer acts for causes, and perhaps only for causes; he 
serves only the poor and not the rich. But these different portrayals of 
lawyers actually reflect the same vision of justice. Lawyer Fang of Sma Angel 
and Yin Zhaoshi of Bright Day represent twO sides of the same roin, one 
good and one bad; they reflect the same ideal of what a lawyer should and 
should nOt be. Both films imply that to serve justice it is not enough to serve 
one's clients: one must fight injustice and directly involve oneself in hdping 
the poor and the weak. Bright Day may also reject the idea that even the rich 
are entitled to representation. The screenplay does not suggest, for example, 
that the evil defendants have counsd or that indeed they ought to. 
Lawyer Yang in Long uVt! the Missus inhabits a paralId but entirdy different 
world, one in which such issues are never really raised. The characters in that 
film are romplex: just as the lawyet's clients are neither rich nor poor but 
middle class, they are also neither entirdy good nor entitdy bad. (Nor is the 
ending in this film unambiguously happy.) Yang is trained in the Chinese civil 
law, not the English common law, tradition, but he would otherwise be equally 
at home in Hong Kong, as was his creator Eaeen Chang. Yang, too, is a mood 
lawyer, though of a very different type, and the film does not pass judgment on 
him because he does not appear to serve the poor. Actually, he is an excellent 
lawyer: he understands the true wishes of his clients, even if they remain 
unexpressed, and hdps them to achieve th~ goals. More broadly, his services 
ate important and necessary to his clients, and he meets his professional 
obligations by representing them. Without Yang's advice, they rould not take 
full advantage of the ~ the law grants them to order their lives. When he 
advises them, he plays a rriorally worrlIy social role, both as friend and 
counsdor. Yang thus represents another version of the ideal movie lawyer: the 
equal of, and hdpful friend to, his clients (Fried 1976). 
Can we reconcile the lawyer hero of Bright Day with the lawyer vaIain in 
Sma Angel? They are different in every way; one a capitalist who cares about 
money and one a revolutionary who cares about social justice. But both films 
rerognize that lawyers may be good or bad, serve justice or not, and that in 
any event without roncemed lawyers there can be no access to justice for any-
one. One film shows what lawyers ate and the other what lawyers could and 
should be, but both make cleat that justice is important and that lawyers are 
essential if people are to have access to the legal system. Even the less obviously 
political Long LiVt! the Missus makes the same point, though in an understated 
way: there too the lawyer provides an indispensable service to his clients. 
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